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Figure 1. (FigxB)

Externally Dispersed Interferometer (EDI) scheme. The sinusoidal transmission comb of the interferometer multi-
plies the stellar spectrum yielding a moiré pattern. This manifests high resolution spectral information (high feature
frequency) heterodyned down to broad and detectable features (low feature frequency). The interferometer delay (optical
path difference) is chosen from several fixed values, typically 1 to 5 cm, to sense different feature frequency regions. The
overall moiré phase shifts in proportion to target Doppler velocity, and is the subject of other reports.1,2 The shape of
moiré pattern encodes the shape of the high resolution spectrum. The topic of this paper is to reverse the heterodyning
process and deduce the original spectrum from a series of moiré patterns measured at different delays.

The EDI technique uses a field-widened Michelson interferometer in series with a dispersive spectrograph
to heterodyne unresolvable narrow features to a detectable low frequency moiré pattern (Fig. 1). A series of
phase-stepped exposures are taken with a sequence of one to a few fixed delays values, which map out delay-space
up to a maximum value τmax of a few cm (4.5 cm). After Fourier processing to shift the frequencies to their
original value, a spectrum with a resolution 4 to 10 times higher than the existing grating spectrograph has
been recovered. The resolving power is set by the number of wavelengths λ which fit inside the maximum delay
(τmax/λ). In contrast with a dispersive spectrograph, it is now independent of the slit width, focal blur, pixel
Nyquist limitations, and grating dispersion.

1.1 Enabler and Enhancer

Figure 2 shows an example of a 10x resolution boost, achieving 27,000 resolution (red curve) from a native Triple-
Spec13 spectrograph (green dashed curve) having only 2,700 resolution. None of the individual absorption lines
are resolved by the native spectrograph in that Figure. Yet these lines contain all the scientific information we
seek about the star. The EDI reconstructed spectrum fully resolves all these lines, enabling the inexpensive,

high throughput, wide bandwidth but low resolution spectrograph to become a powerful high

resolution instrument.

1.2 Interferometer Component Performs High Resolution Duties

It is the interferometer component, rather than the disperser, which performs the fine wavelength measurement.
The interferometer is “crossed” with the disperser. The former is like the vernier which performs the fine
measurement, the latter is like the coarse tuner which merely separates the light into channels which have
enhanced fringe visibility because the bandwidth of individual channels is narrowed. Since the interferometer
component is small (∼50 cm), it is much easier to put in a stable environment than a stand-alone disperser, which
for a 50,000 resolution can be of several meters size. The interferometer has only 3 degrees of freedom compared
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Fig. 2.— (FigA)

Photograph of the TEDI interferometer, which sits atop Cornell’s TripleSpec spectrograph

(blue cryogenic cylinder). The interferometer fits in the Cassegrain output cavity of the Mt. Palo-

mar 200 inch mirror, while the TripleSpec is bolted to the bottom of the mirror. The TEDI unit

captures the starlight, passes it through an interferometer, and then re-injects it to the spectro-

graph with a beam having same f/# and focus location as original beam. (The non-interference

spectra displayed in this article are with the arm in place, by summing several fringing exposures

to cancel the fringing components.)
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Figure 11. (FigXX13)

Stages of heterodyning reversal processing. (a) Fourier transform of whirl, here for etalon E2 having small delay
of 0.33 cm. This puts continuum comb spike at 0.33 cm, which is within detectable range of native spectrograph
(−0.5 < ρ < 0.5 cm−1). (b) The Fourier transform is shifted by the etalon delay, which moves the comb spike to zero
frequency, along with moving other signal energy to left. For larger delay etalons there may be no comb spike and the
signal energy ends up even further to the left. (d) The inverse Fourier transform is applied and the imaginary part set
to zero to form a purely real output spectrum. This has same effect as (c) adding the complex conjugate to making
the right and left frequency branches mirror reflections. Since the E1 and E2 etalons are small enough to produce a
resolvable continuum comb, the resulting spectra will have all the information of an ordinary spectrum plus additional
higher resolution information. By adding higher delay components, even higher resolution is produced in the composite
final spectrum.

E1. This allowed us to have an approximately contiguous delay coverage up to 3.2 cm, which allowed us to
reach 10x boosting without significant boosting. (Since the wing of a true Gaussian never reaches zero, and any
realistic MTF must go to zero for some maximum delay, there is always some infinitesimal ringing in any realistic
lineshape.)

4. NEW VISIBLE LIGHT EDI UNDER CONSTRUCTION

The ideal MTF for an EDI would have a more uniform coverage of delay space than in the TEDI project. We
are building such an EDI, designed for spectral reconstruction in the visible band. The motivation is to provide
high resolution and high accuracy lineshape stellar template spectra for use by other groups performing ∼1 m/s
precision Doppler radial velocimetry. These groups need high quality high resolution template spectra in order
to accurately forward model the interaction between the stellar spectrum and the iodine absorption cell, which
has many narrow features beyond the resolution limit of the native spectrograph. The 1 m/s velocity precision
they desire is 104 times smaller than the typical stellar linewidth (usually set by stellar rotation), so it accurate
templates are required.

For the conventional spectrograph, the highest feature frequencies are measured by the extreme wing of
the Gaussian-like MTF, where not only is it the least sensitive, but it is most vulnerable to instrumental and
environmental insults such as pupil changes. These create magnitude and phase shifts in the wings of the MTF
(which is a complex function) for the conventional spectrograph.

In contrast, for the EDI the heterodyning action shifts the native spectrograph MTF peak to a high frequency
set by the delay (they are both in cm units, or features per cm−1), so these high signal frequencies are measured
by the most sensitive and stable section. It can be shown (see Fig. 10 of Ref. 8) that the sensitivity to many
insults goes to zero at the very center of the MTF peak, such as a focal spot diameter and wavenumber drift.

Figure 13 shows the optical layout for the new EDI, called “VEDI”, under construction and planned to be
used in series with the Lick Observatory Hamilton echelle. The 8 position rotary will be filled with etalons
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Fig. 22.— (FigE)

(Top) Reconstruction of an otherwise unresolvable ThAr doublet (7556, 7557.6 cm−1) from

wavelets derived from multiple etalons. (Bottom) Summed results. The native spectrograph

(green dash) cannot resolve the doublet (gray, hi res theory). The EDI reconstructed spectrum

(solid blue curve) equalized to res=16000 easily resolves the doublet. Since each channel’s fringes

are produced from the interferometer and not the disperser (except a broad 4 cm−1 envelope), the

precision of the result is insensitive to the native spectrograph or details of its slit, focal blur, pixel

spacing or beamshape.
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Figure 3. (FigN)

The TEDI reconstructed resolution boosted spectrum spans the 4 orders of TripleSpec spectrograph in NIR (4100-10500
cm−1), here observing HD219134 on Sept 19, 2010. The lower graph is zoomed in region of overlapping orders B & C,
showing agreement between two very unrelated groups of pixels (on opposite sides of detector), and with telluric model14

(black curve).
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Figure 4. (FigK)

The dispersion characteristics of set of glass etalons are calibrated over a 4000-11000 cm−1 bandwidth by phase
shift comparison with ThAr emission line model.15 The resulting phase vs wavenumber curve (left), taken with a specific
base delay value, is then used to “untwist” stellar fringing spectra so that a constant delay (the base value) can be
used during reversal of heterodyning effect, in the processing prior to summing the individual channels to assemble the
reconstructed spectra. The derivative of a 10th order polynomial fit to the phase data provides delay vs wavenumber
curves (right). Only the phase curves, not the delay curves, are needed for the spectral reconstruction. But the family
of delay curves are useful for detecting an integer fringe skip error in the phase shift measurement, by their common
behavior. The dispersion characteristic of the beamsplitter substrate (most obvious in the smallest delay E1) is a common
component of all. Delay values for E1-8 are ∼ 0.1, 0.3, 0.7, 1, 1.3, 1.7, 3 and 4.6 cm.
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Figure 2. (FigL)

Demonstration of a 10-fold resolution boost observing telluric features mixed into spectrum of star κ CrB along
with ThAr calibration lamp emission lines. The green dashed (top) curve is the “ordinary” spectrum measured without
the interference, having native resolution 2,700. It cannot resolve any of the telluric features. The red (middle) curve is
the EDI (TEDI) reconstructed spectrum measured with 7 contiguous delays, up to 3 cm, and equalized to a Gaussian
resolution of 27,000. The gray (bottom) curve is a model of telluric14 and ThAr15 features blurred to resolution of
27,000, showing excellent agreement with ISR data. Resolution boosting occurs simultaneously across the full bandwidth
(0.9-2.45 µm) of the native spectrograph (final resolution varies linearly with wavenumber times largest delay).

to the dozen or more that effect the point spread function (PSF) of a typical echelle grating spectrograph. This
makes the instrument lineshape much more robust to environmental insults (see simulations in Fig. 10 of Ref. 8).
Often for conventional radial velocimetry, instabilities in the EDI instrument lineshape is the critical limitation
in achieving meter per second scale velocimetry precision.

In summary, the EDI method increases the resolution well beyond the classical limits enforced by the slit
width and the detector pixel Nyquist limit and, in-principle, decreases the effect of pupil variation on the
instrument line-shape function. The EDI technique permits arbitrarily higher resolution measurements using
the higher throughput, lower weight, size, fewer pixels, and smaller expense of a lower resolution spectrograph.
The resolution boosting factor varies linearly with wavenumber and the maximum interferometer delay used, and
there is no practical limit to the latter since it is typically in the few cm range for optical or NIR wavelengths.
The resolution boosting occurs simultaneously across the whole bandwidth of the native spectrograph. Hence,
one can use the boosting effect to produce a much wider bandwidth for a given spectral resolution at constant
pixel number, or a much smaller pixel number for a given resolution and bandwidth. This is in contrast with a
conventional dispersive spectrograph where the product of bandwidth and resolution is limited by pixel number.

1.3 Interferometric Spectral Reconstruction

While apparatus used for taking fringing data is called EDI, the algorithmic method we use for assembling a
high resolution spectrum from measured moiré patterns is called interferometric spectral reconstruction (ISR),
sometimes abbreviated SR.

The ISR technique is a dispersive-interferometric hybrid technique that shares some of the advantages of both
spectrographic methods. As previously mentioned, compared to a purely dispersive spectrograph, ISR effectively
boosts the resolution and lineshape stability characteristics, allowing use of lower resolution spectrographs (lower
cost & weight) in applications otherwise limited by focal blur & detector pixels.

1.3.1 Compared to Fourier Transform Spectroscopy

Compared to a purely interferometric technique such as Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (FTS), ISR has a
∼30-100 times improved photon-limited signal to noise ratio (SNR) over the latter. (The photon S/N benefit
compared to FTS goes as the square root of the number of native spectrograph resolution elements,16 which
is typically ∼ 104 for an echelle spectrograph.) Since the ISR uses integrating time exposures– there is no
continuously scanned delay– it is more robust to temporal fluctuations that can plague a FTS when observing
a rapidly changing scene, such as spacecraft field-of-view sweeps. We have designed an EDI that uses multiple
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